SPIE Photonics West 2023

SPIE announces finalists for 2023 Prism Awards
Cutting-edge technologies and companies ranging from exciting and emerging startup to industry leaders are among the year’s finalists for the SPIE Prism Awards. The 24 companies, across eight categories, will be honored on Friday, February 3, 2023, during a gala evening at SPIE Photonics West.

Read More

: Featured Exhibitors

MetaOptics, Designer
Designer: Tom Snyder, Optical Solutions Group
With both its engineering knowhow, MetaOptics Designer allows designers at all levels of expertise to create several designs quickly and easily. DE is great for fundamental and stimulated applications as general accurate results, while FMM is known for excellent performance. MetaOptics Designer’s powerful, user-friendly interface significantly reduces design resources.

Window Housing Assemblies
Vendor: Moretti Sani
Moretti Sani offers window housing systems with contact C or D glass. Our windows, designed for use in industries such as cleanrooms, are equipped with a system that takes the amount of load in the window itself. Typically, these constraints are related to the performance of the glass and the window itself and are discussed in the presence of the required technical knowledge.

Nanowires, Nanostructures & AFM
Vendor: Nanoworks
Nanoworks offers a wide range of nanowires, nanotubes, microparticles, single molecule microscopes, and atomic force microscopes (AFMs). Applications include photonics, nanotechnology, and material science. Nanoworks also offers an extensive range of features useful for further analysis, including electrical and environmental testing.

Remote Sensing in GNSS Applications
Vendor: Jodon Inc.
Jodon Inc. specializes in the design and development of high-performance components for GNSS and radio frequency applications. The company offers high-precision GPS-enhanced solutions for various applications, including transportation and navigation, and has a reputation for reliability and high-quality products.

Industrial Laser Monitoring Systems
Vendor: Delacor Inc.
Delacor Inc. offers a range of advanced solutions for industrial applications, including high-speed data collection and analysis. The company is recognized for its expertise in the design and implementation of optical systems for industrial applications.

Innovation Status
Vendor: Optical Synthesis
Optical Synthesis is a leader in the design and manufacturing of optical components and systems. The company offers a wide range of products and solutions, including high-performing optical elements and custom designs.

New Lasers of 2-4 cm Diameter
Vendor: Spectral Dynamics
Spectral Dynamics is a leader in the development and manufacturing of high-performance mid-infrared lasers. The company offers a range of products, including high-powered lasers for industrial and research applications, designed to meet the demands of the most challenging environments.
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